
l, Xntroduction
*ver the past f,ew decades, ihe fei-am agent has b*e

appiied *o ms-mrv ciffere;it gpes cf sr'w p"ogr"Ls s*rmetime
it seern as if any s/w program may be c"ltrA an agent. ,
agent is "a softwane tking that knows nn to do things y
could probably do ycur self if you had the tirne". [Iflnformation is useless if it could rot no an easily avaita
when required. As recent years have seen an exprosion i
the amount cf information in electronic from dispersed a
over fhe wcrld, the task of finding the desined inforrnation
becomes much lnore complex.

lnfornration gathering (IG) involves searching
distributed possibly heterogeneous data source to answer aquery. No one source contains art of the information
necessary fo answer the query. so the information rnust be
gathered and integrated in order to respond euery as if allof the information comes from on" ,oirr"*. Agent
technology is an obvious candidate to furfiil the dernand.
The breakdown of this paper is as follows:
section I notes characteristics, crassification, and compare
befween single and Murti-Agent systems, section 2 describe
fhe ideas of Multi-Agent approach with its reasons for
irnplemented, taxonofry, and apptications, section 3 surveythe agent-based system informafion gathering with itsproblems, architectures, and ranguages befween agents,
section 4 concludes the paper.
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MULTI AGflNT SYST{M: AN INFOfiMATION
GJhTHERING APPROACH

Najeeb A. Al€amarraie

Abstract

with the availabitity of vast numben of informafion
r('sources today, a critical problem is how to locate,
t'clrieve' gather, and process information. The concept oflur agent has become important in hofh artificial
i'l.lligence (Ar) and main-stream computer science. A
nrore modular approach is to build specialized information
ngents where each agent provides access to a subset of
llrcsc resources and can serve as one informati.n source fo
olhcr agents.

This paper surveys agent-based systems information
the term of
architecfure,

hc.1'words: Agenf, Multi-Agent, Distributed protrrern
\nI v' ing, Information Gathering.

gnlhcring with its problems also describes
il'lrrlti-Agent systems with its taxonomy,
l h :r racteristics, and applications.
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Figure (I) Agent classification

1-2 Classification of Agents: [lf
,"3;':.T^":^:::t a1{ slraighrforward way of groupiagents info certain classes. -Th*r. ;;; ,#_";;;:which make the job easy.First: Whether_ the agent capable of movingaround the nefworh, or is ttre ug*nJUounOto a some specific location. [Stutiol o,(mobile) agents.

second: whether the agent responds on the environmentchanges,(reactive agents), or does il; some sortof a deliberafe behavior in*UU*"uri* u-gn**t.Third: According to (British i*t*commu*i"uillrr) severarideal, an! 
--pfmaV attributes, *fri.i' un agentshourd exhibit, crassifies B.T rabs. The minerarcharacferistics are autonomy, co_operation andlearning. An agent classification showTin Fig.(l).a. Collaborative Agents:
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l-l characteristics of, agents:
The academic communities have been an atternpt to

tlefine all of the qualities that should rnake up an agcnt: [21

- Delegation: An agent should be able to have a task
delegated to it (from a hurnan or ofher agent) without
having all of the details specilied.

- Data-directed execution: An agent should be able to
rnonitor its environment to relevant changes and act

upon those changes.
- Communication: An agent should be able to

communicate with others (humans or agents) to
accomplish a task

- Reasoning: An agent should be able to reason about the

arguments with which it is invoked,
- Planning: An agent should be able to formulate "plan to

utilize available resource (including other agents) to
accomplish a task""

- Autonomy: The agent operates without direct
intervention.'

- Actuation: The agent needs to be able to affect its
environrnent via an actuation mechanism for
autonomous operation"

= tntelligence: The agent needs to be able to interpret the

monitored events to make appropriate actuation
decisions for autonomous operation. [n addition the

basic atfributes mentioned above, an agent may have

other attributes such as mobility, securify and otheru

high level attributes of an agent model.



disiributed inforrnation. Inforrnaficn agents can
have man3' diffenent roles depending on their
job in current applieation.

e. Reactive Agents:
In is belong to a special category because they
do not posscs any liind of symbolie rnodel of
their envirorements. Therefor they act respond
in a stirmulus-respon$e manner t* the present
state of the environrnenf in which they a!'e
embedded.

f. Hybrid Agents:
flybrid agents are comhination of agents
rnentioned above since each lvpe has its own
strengths and deficiencies, the aim is to find the
best suitable solution for the problem in hand,
where deficiencies are minimized and the
strengths are maximized in a straight forward
manner.

g. Intelligent Agents:
Intelligent agents always have some sort of a
decision-making rnodel, which will give the
agent a primitive level of intelligence. Basically
an agent is intelligent, if its perceives its
environment and capable of reasoning its
perceptions, solve problem, and determined
actions depending on its environment and tasks.

t3l
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It consisis of tke ftrlHeiwing charnctcristit:

autonomy, sccial a-bitify res[onsiveness and

proactiviness'
b,Interfaee Agents:

Interface ug;u*;* emphasis autonclrny and

learning wittr otne' ug*ntu in order to ccrnplete

task given bY their user'

Interaction betw'een hunran and interface agent

does not necessary required an agent

comtnunication languages as the communication

between ug*n"";;t iirterface agents fypiealty

learn as ttrey fuid'u their users' The ways hcw

agent can learn form their users:

]bY ou.*rving and imitatinu'

- Receivi"g p;'iti'ne and negative feed back'

- Receiving clear instructions'

- Asking advice from other agents'

c. Mobile Agents:
Mobile ug*n* are computational SAil processor

capable of *ig*ting from .o"" ^"o*puter 
to

another via thelnternet or Intranet'

Th security irru., will play a great role when

designer, ";";;uting 
with *obitt agents for

example, tl'u'*' have the sarne behavior agent

do this yi*f'O' tf'* problem how to exclude

, viruses from agents'

d.Information Agents: r^-.4r., rrrr
It is a tooi iit gathering constantly growrng

information 
-f;"; 

the internet infornration

agents perform the role of managing'

manipulatftg-""0 cottating the retrieved and

rYf



Multi-agent system diffei'fronn singie-agent systerns in tha
seversl agents exist and {.hey are awa!"e of each cthers goa
nnd acfions. In addition tc thaf the agents can be engag
in eonversafien wlth each other"

FnclFs! the individual agenfs point of view fhe m
significant difference is that ofher agents can determime
environments dymarnics, Simply the arnount of availab
!'esources varies depending on the state cf nther agents. [41

2-trIulti-Agent System
The term Multi-Agent systems are currently in

vogue, and have been generally applied to any system that
is , or can be considered to be, composed of multiple
interacting agents" In the various multi-agent (oro rnore
properly, Multi-Agent) systern that have been proposed or
developed, a wide variety of 'oagent" have been considered,
ranging from fully autonomous intetrligent agents {such as
people) down to retratively simple entities (such as rules or
clmsters of rules).

Multi-Agent Systern (MAS) is a loosely coupled
network of problem-solver entities that work together to
find answers to problern that is beyond the individual
capabilify knowledge of each entify fig. (3)

r\i fYo

t-.1 Sirigle Agent vs" Muiii-Agent
single agent system is based CIn the centralized

ltr()(:e$s rn*de!, where multi-agent systems on the contrary
sr.c distributed systems. Centralized a single agent, which

trrukcs all the decisions while the other act as rernote slave'

ln a single system the agent models itself as part of the

elrvironmenf, which has s6rne extra-environmental

r,ultponents SUCh as aetuators, sensor$ and evenS other

ug",it. However other agents are considered to behave like

nlt irr:tuaf,or Or sensor in sense that they do not possess any

own goals fig. (2)

Environrnent

Agent
Figure (2) Single Agent Framework

[][]'



2-l Why Multi-Agenfs
The main reasons for implementing a Multi*Agent

system are:
a.Some domain required it.
b. Parallelism.
c. Scalability.
d. Simpter programrning"
e. to study intelligence.

2-2 Taxonomy
More recently, when Multi-Agent Systems (MAS)

have become a popular research field there have been
introduced a new taxononny frorn MAS perspective. Their
characteristics are;
- System function.
- Agent architecture (degree of heterogeneity).
- Systern architecture (communication, protocols).

2-2-l Homogenous Non-Com municating NIAS
It is the simplest MA involves homogenous non-

communicating agents. In this system:
- all agents, have the same internal structune'including

goals, domain knowledge, and possible actions.
- they have the same procedure for selecting among their

action.

2-2-Z Heterogeneous Non-Communicating MAS
Adding the possibility of heterogeneous agent in MAS

domain adds a great deal of potential power to the system.

r\A
rTV

Environment

Agent

l,'igure (3) Multi classification
r,r'lrl the term Mutti-Agent system covers
r ('ornposed with multiple autonomous

lhr lirllowing characteristics: [l]
It *rgr.rrl has incomplete capatrilities

all types of
cornponent

fo solve problern.
F lr rro global system control.
It rlt'ccntralized.
lrul:l I ion is asynchronous.



2-4 N{AS and Distributed Froblern $oiving iSFS)
Distributed Artificial Intelligenee (DAI) has exis

sub fleld of AI for less than two decades. SAI is conce
with systems that consist of rnuttiple iridependent enti
that interact in domain. Traditionally, IIAI has
divided into two sub-disciplines" Distributed pro
Solving (IIPS) focus on the information maftag€
aspect of systenns with several component working
towards e common goal; Multi-Agent systems (IVIA$)
with behavior management in collections of sev
independent entities, 0r agents.

There are three views of the retationship
DPS and MAS. They are not mutualty exclusive and in
build upon each other tc some extend. [51
Viewl is DPS is a subset of MAS when certain assurnp

hold, including the benevolence assumption,
comrnon goals assumption. This view focuses w
made the system (by single designer or designe
with shared goals?).

View2 MAS provides a substrate for DpS. This vi
focuses on how the system was made (were
individuals thrown together or were team
interacfions relied upon?).

View3 MAS and DPS are complementary research agents.
This view focuses on why the system was mad (was
it mad to ask questions about the impact of
changing environment or of changing agent
population?

ll I
YYl

Arr irnportant sub dimension of the heterogeneous agent

rystcm is whether agents are benevolent or competitive'

2-2-3 Heterogeneous Communicating MAS
'Ihe full power of NIAS can be realized when adding

llrc ability f,or agents to comrnunicate with one anothen.

2-3 Co-Ordination in Multi-Agent Systems

Co.OrdinationisthecentralissueinMAsin
practical and in Distributed Artificial Inteltigence (DAI) in

gcneral.
To achieving coherence in the MAS the need for co-

ordination is absolute. coherence in context means that

rrgentactionsgoeswelloandthaftheydonotconflictwith
,iie another, in other words, coherence refer to how well a

systemofagentsbehavesasaunit.Ther€asonswhyMAS
rrceds Co-Ordination are:

- Preventing anarchY or chaos'

- Meeting global constraints'
- Distributed exPertise'
- Dependencies befween agents actions'

- EfficiencY.
Several aPProaches

Co-Ordination in MAS:
have been introduced to a chieve

- Organizational structuring'
- Contracting.
- Multi-agent Planning.
- Negotiation techniques'



3-i Limitaticns of singe agent
'r-here are some rimitations for centralized approach:

- single ge;ierai agenr wouiri rieed aB etlorrnous amount of
knowledge fo be able ta dear effectively with user
information request that col.er a variety oitasks.

- centralize system constitutes fr proclssing boftleneck
and "singe point of failureor.

- unless the agent has beyond the state of art learning
capabilities, it would need considerable reprogramming
fo deal with the appearance of, new agents 

"odinformation sounces in the environment.
- 'Because of the complexity of the information finding and

filtering task, and the large arnount of information, the
required processing wourd averwherrn a singre agent.

New proposed sorutions to use murti-agent computer
systems to access, filter, evaluate and integrate this
information. The distributed architecture has been
motivated by the following considerations: [6f
- Distributed information sources.
- Sharability.
- Cornplexify hiding.
- Modulanity and reusabilify.
- Flexibilify.
- Robustness.
- Quali$' of information.
- tr-egacy data"

The above considerations crearry motive the
development nf systerns of distributect rl* agents fcr

rrY rY]

l-5 MAS applications
'l'he main applications of MAS are:

. l,,lt'ctronic commences.

. Nelwork rnonitqrring ancl eontrol,
, 'l'r':rnsportation systems modeling a control.
. lnftrrmaticn systems.
Arrlomated meeting scheduling.
I nrlustrial rnanuf'actuEing and production"
l,llcctronic entertainment,

,1. Agcnt for Information Gathering
With the proliferation of electronieally available

inlormationn information is becoming inereasingly rnore
dll'l'ir:ult for a person on machine system to collect, filtero
Fr'nluate and use in protrlem solving. As a result, the
pl'ulrlem of locating information sources, accessingo
fillcringo and integrating information in support of
rlreision making, as well as coordinating inforrnation
trlrirval and problem solving efforts of information
tuurccs and decision making systerns has becorne a very
r,r ilit:al task.

Most current agent-oriented approach have focused on
ttlurl we call Interface agent, a single agent with simple
lrrowlcdge and problem solving capabilities whose main
tnrlr is information filtering to alleviate the user's cognitive
lr rl'load"



Figure (4) Distribution Agent - Based Architecture

Inforrnation Agent(s) provide intelligent access to
heterogeneous collection of inforrnation in .response
queries. fnformation assistants have models of. th
associated information resources, and strategies for sou
selectiono information access, conflict resolution, a
inforrnation fusion. For example, an agent fhaf monitoru
stock prices an information agent.
The anchitecture of all the above agents follows the general
BDI type philosophyo however, each of them ernbodier
particular architectural design commitmentu to make them

Iulirrmation gathering and decision support in the
I rr I crnet*based inrformation environment.

,l-2 Agemt Architecture
Thene have been several proposals for generie agent

ti'rrmeworks. The distributed agent-hased arehitecture has
llrrcc fypes of agents; Interface Agents, Task Agents, and
lulirrmation Agents.

Interface Agent(s) interact with user reeeiving user
r;rccifications and delivering result. Its acquire, model, and
rrlilize user preferences to guide system coordination in
rrrpltort of the user's tasks. For example, an agent that
llltcrs electrqnic mail according to its useros preference.

Task Agent(s) support decision making by
ftn"lnulating problem solving planned carrying out these
plnns through querying and exchanging information with
olhcr sof,tware agents. They have knowledge of the task
rkunaino and which other task assistant or information
Irrsistants are relevant tot performing various parts of task"
f,'or example an agent that makes stock buy or sell
f'r'('ommendations is a fask agent Fig. ( )
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- flecomposes the plans and coordinates with
appropriate task agents or information agents for
plan executionu monitoring and results ccmposition.

- An informatirin-specific agents prirnarily provides
inteltigent information senrices and retrieval of
information in r€$I)onse to query.

b. Agent Knowledge
An interface agent has the following knowledge:
- A module of the user's goatrs and preference

pertaining to a task.
- Knowledge of the relevant task assistant that can

perform the task
- Knowledge of what must be displayed to the user

and in what way"
- Protocnls for interacting with relevant task

assistants.
Task agent has the following knowledge"

- Model of the task domain.
- Knowledge for performing the task'
- Information gathering needs associated with the

task model.
- Knowledge about relevant task or inforrnafion-

specific agents that it must coordinate with support
of its particular task

- Protocols that enable coordination with the other
relevant agent. :

- Strategies for conflict resolution and information
fusion.

A typical inforrnation-specific agent knows.
- Model and associated meta-level information of the

clatabases that it is associated with such as sizeo

rr'1 \"\'o

efli'r'tive in dealing witb the particulars category of issues
ttf lls type. [7J

tr-t- t Architecture Characteristics
'l'lrc crucial factors in{Iuencing the determination of tvpe

ol'ngcnt are:
= wlrat is the functional and informational scope of these

I.ypes of agents in a distributed architecture?
what kinds of interactions, coordinafion antl actuatic,n
nre predominant among these agents, and
what reusable agenf components can constitute agenf
nlrrrcturing and what functionarity are these componenfs
rvill supporh
n. A gent Functionality:

'l'he main function of an interface agent include:
- collecting relevant information from the user fo
initiate a task.
- Presenting relevant information including results

and explanations.
- Asking the user for additional infornnation during
problern solving.

,{ l'sk agent perforrn most of the autonomous problern
solving:

Ileceives user delegated task specifications from an
interface agent.
lnfenprets the specifications and extracts pnoblern
solving goals.
Irorms plans to satisfy these goals.
klentifies infonrnation seeking sub-goal that are
present in its plans.



in order to respond to a query as if all of information come
frorn one soure€.

In simple example the user must know what
information is availabie, how it is disfrihuted about the
vanious information sources, what order to access the
diffenent data sources, and how to access each different
fyBe of source. An automated informatinn gathering
system would allow the user to pose a query with having to
know how the infcnmation is distributed among different
sources. [6]

3-3-l What agenfs can do for information
gathering:

Looking again at the qualify of an agent, we see that
each qualify can benefit the information gathening taslq
some examples.
- Delegation- An agent can receive a query while the data

sour€es necessary to answer fhe query are nat specified.
Recall that one of our goatrs of Information Gathering is
transparency the user should not need to specify how
data is distributed about the information sources.

- Data directed execution- Agent can notify users of
updates in infarrnation source$ or revised pattern.
communicatian- Agents can communicate with other
agents to ohtain information from resources to which
they do not have access"

- Reasoning- An agent can optimizes a given query to
minisize cornmunication, time and expense.

- Planning- An agent can forrnulate a plan to access
appropriate resouree to answer a query,

rrA rrv

average tirme it takes to smswer a query and
monitaring cost of query pnocessing.

- Procedure for accessing databases.
- conflict resolution and information fusion

strategies, and
- Protocol for coordination with other relevant

software agents.
c. Agent Organization

The system organization has the following
characteristics:
- There are a finite number of task assistants that

each agent communicafes with"
- The inforrnation assistant is responsible for

recognizing important information, information
filtering, and cheching inforrnation quarity. Task
assistants are responsible for resolving information
conflict and integrating information frorn
heterogeneous information sources for their
respective tasks.

- The task assistants are responsible for acfivating
relevant information assistant and coordinating the
information finding the filtering activity for their
task.

I I t'roblem of Information Gathering (IG):
lG involves searching distributed, possibty

h+'lct'ogcpeous data sOurces to answer a query, One source
ltrlrrirrs all of the information necessary to answer the
rln.r 11, so the information rnust be gathered and integrated



7. R.eliabititl: The language should ensure reliabilify'
rcbustness and securitY'
There are number of ACL, KQML (Knowledge Query

and Manipulation Language) KIF (Knowledge Interchange

Format).
Coordination languages, in contrast to ACLS, which

transfer only single messages, coordination languages

encapsulate entire conversation' [81

2-5 Architectures
Most architecture in multi agent IG systems is very

new and their numbers are still growing at an accelerated

rate. [21
Most aichitecture is quite similar on the surf,ace but have

subtle difference when worhed at move closely'

Several of architectures are rnediators, match marker,

facilitator and broker.

3-5-1 Mediator
A mediator provides a transparent interface to

heterogeneous data sources. It decomposes queries

translales sub-queries into schemas understandable by

inforrnation *ou.*"r, distributes the sub queries and

integrates the respons€s. Fig' (5)

v<
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!,herc are two other quite useful qualities in the (IG)'

fiobility and distribution of agents.

Agcnt Communication Languages (ACLs)
Agent-oriented software engineering must facilitate

lnlcroperation of heteroEeneous agents'

As standard Agent Comnnunication Language (ACL)

;lrime requirement for interoperabilify' [2'61'requirements for an effective communication standard

Furm: The language should have good form concise but

rt rrdable and extensible.
('ontent: Distraction should
nrtssage continue test and

t'unrmunicative acts.

finnantics: Semantics required
ttrtnning of communications

be rnade between the
wetl-defined set of

formal description of the
primitives, addressing

rorrr:epts of location and time.
Inr;tlementation: The language implementation should

Irnrlc ^ simple interface which hides implementation
rlrlails, allows a subset of the primitives to be used and is

cl'l'icient.
Nctworking: Networking requirement includes support

fflr. synchronous, asynchronous rnulticast, broadcast,

nlrrl point-to-point messaging over various transport
prolocols TCP/P (email, http,etc)"
i,,lrvironrnent: The language should be operatrle in

rlhlributed, heterogeneous, and dynamic environrnents,

Iiltcroperable with other languages and protocols and

*llrrptable to legacY sYstems.



queilsfl medlator sources

-**query-__*:_* { schernas

{ source list

Figure (6) Matchnnaker Faftern Diagam

While the neediafor is fully involved in query
decompcsition and transxafion" trn match rnarker scenario
these responsibilifies are created separately. The major
benefit of using a rnatch rnarker agent is that it provides a
central location for global resources. A major
disadvantages of using this architect are that it can create a
resources. "4, major disadvantages of using this architect
are that it can create a bottreneck if many agents must
rnake frequent use of the match marker"

3-5-3 Broker:
A bnoker agent maintains a central list of service

providers, as does a match marker agent"
The braker: is able to reduce the communication overhead,
it is no longer necessary to send a list back to the querier.
Fig. (7)

rlY rf '\

guener mediator s0urces

transparent*_uJ_+
query

( transparent
response

local queries )
{ local response$

Figure (5) Mediator pattern Diagrarn

'l'he main advantage to this hierarchical rnediator
:rrchitecture is the unifiormify across the system.

,t-5-2 Match Marker
Given a query' a match nrarker agent chooses thi!

source(s) which is best to answer the qu*.y-by using a
ccntral list of sources, which it maintains.
'l'hc match rnarker has no further business with query once
lhc appropriate sources are found see Fig. (6)



The advantages of the facilitator over both the mateh

marker and the hroker agents is that it embodies not only a

**rrt.uf resource capabilities mocle! but also a eentral

schema.

farilitator sources

{seheEnas
--"gusry_----l

{ response
new query F

{ response

(a)

facilitator sourGes

lschemas
query >

new query >

response

(b)

Figure (B) F'acilitator Pattern Diagram

(a) Response through the Facilitator
(b) Response DirectlY

Finalty the above archifectures the

perfonms the rnost taslu; ancl requires the least

"o**unication 
white match rnarker performs

thosc tasks and forces.

mediator
inter-agent
only one of

tf ( 4

\"{r'

querier sources

----qu€,'ffi qrjery >

{ response

{ response

quener broker sources

qLrery >
query >

response

{b)

Figure (7) Broker Pattern Diagram
(a) Response thraugh the Broker
(b) ResPonse DirectlY

'l'he broker suffers from the same disadvantages as

lhr rrr:rtch rnarlcer.

I 5 .l liacilitator
It is similar to lrrokero the difference is in the scherna

Ir l rrrl:r tion responsibilities.

(a)
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6.

rfi

More comrnunieation between agents to accomplish
lhc remaining tasks" correspondingly, a match rnarker is
lhe easiest type of IG agent to update or change, while the
rrrcdiator is a much rnore complex entity and is fhe rnost
rlifficult to maintain.
4 (lonclusicn

This paper has reviewed the main concept and issues
ussociated with Multi-Agent Systems (MdS) and
lnformation Gathering Systems (IG). Information
grrthering agent problems has recently received
considerable attention due to the growing number of
rlructured information sources available on rine. The
r{rilify cf ar!'ange specialized agents in hierarchical
rnnnner can allow distnibuted query planning, wittr agents
ul lower levels planning more detailed tasks. This is the
klca behind the Multi-Agenf Planning Architecture (MpA).
( lnc protrlem with these planning schemas is the possibility
lirr botflenecks in communicafion. This is an area in which
work still rernains, and cafi be beneficial for complex IG
lnshs.

There is ongoing research in apptying IG agent
rl,slcms to various problems and integrating them with
olht'r system, also research inctrude coordination of
ttrrrlliple mobile agents for IG, and security issues for
nrulrilc agents.
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